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MINUTES OF THE 39TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE SOUTH DEVON 

RAMBLERS 

held in the Riviera Room at The Carlton Hotel, Wednesday 10 November  

Welcome, apologies and housekeeping 

Apologies were received from  Kate McCormack, Margaret and Bob Alford, Rosemary Knott, 

Louise Stevens, Bernard Parker, Keith Probert. The meeting saw 46 attendees.  

 

MINUTES FROM THE LAST MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING 

There were no matters arising and the minutes of the Zoom Meeting were signed as a true 

record of the meeting 

 

OFFICER REPORTS 

Chairman – Eric Evans 

The Chairman thanked Pam Cole for playing a part in facilitating the venue, to all who 

attended and especially to those who had travelled from Plymouth.  

In his report Eric outlined how the group had negotiated the Covid restrictions. He valued 

strongly the fellowship nurtured by SDR in which members’ well-being, now formed “part of 

our DNA”. For this he thanked all the committee. 

With the primary focus of SDR being on walking the Chairman pointed out the tremendous 

work of Walks Co-ordinator Nicky W together with Janet E, whose combined ‘gentle powers 

of persuasion’ had resulted in a full programme despite the ever changing rules. Walk 

leaders and all who helped were also thanked! 

The Chairman reported that the finances are in good order. The membership, possibly 

endangered over the last few years, has recovered. In his capacity as Footpath Officer, as 

well as John Musgrave Heritage Trail Officer, Bob W has been ‘very busy’ and the Social 

Committee were equally busy organising events for the coming months. 

Driven by Arthur C and Ann P, the SWCP project was proceeding well. 

The monitoring of both the John Musgrave Heritage Trail and the Dartmoor Way is 

continuing in the hands of Path Wardens. 

Eric attended a 5 hour Zoom session with General Council and also gave a presentation to 

U3A Totnes. The latter resulted in a £60 fee being donated to the SWCP Association 
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Eric explained the role of Web Manager, Julian, who brought to life the various 

presentations and also chairs a sub-committee looking at the website. 

Thanks were extended to a hard working committee as well as to all volunteers, in whatever 

capacity they worked.  

Eric touched briefly on the disappointments: social events had been put on hold, the Lake 

District Holiday was cancelled a second time, the launch of the Dartmoor Way was 

postponed and we were unable to follow up the first Family Ramble with a second outing. 

However, engaging with young people remains a long-term objective for the Chairman.  

 

Treasurer and Independent Examiner - Celia Broom, George Coles  

The Treasurer recognised the presence of many new members and explained clearly the 

various headings for their benefit. 

With the Covid restrictions savings had been made on meetings. Ramblers Walking Holidays 

had paid a commission fee for a holiday taken by a member of SDR and had contacted to say 

they wanted to continue their sponsorship of the walks programme.  

A donation of £500 had been made to the Dartmoor Way Project. 

Self-financing: the aim is to break even, Celia explained, but inevitably some result in surplus 

or deficit. The balance of £1521.54 exceeds slightly the allowed amount of £1500 

Unity Bank have introduced the Safer Payments protocols and Celia explained how to input 

the correct information – payee should be The Ramblers Assoc 

Dr Masons legacy has a residual £41.95 

The John Musgrave legacy stands at £23,525.32 

Questions: Is the bank introducing charges?  Answer: Yes, in line with other banks. 

Q: Do we need to continue to use cheques if we are charged for these?  Answer: we are 

encouraging the use of bank transfers but some people simply prefer to use cheques and the 

Social Committee feel they retain better control with cheques.  

Celia also reminded members that she obtained permission from Head Office to transfer 

some of the JM legacy funds to an interest-bearing account. 

Q: What funds do we receive from Head Office?  Answer: £95 per group plus £1.01 per 

member.  

Celia concluded by thanking George Coles, our Independent Examiner. George agreed to act 

for the group for a further year. This was approved by all. 
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Membership Secretary – Dorothy Webley 

As at September 2021, the membership stands at 246, this is 12 more than the September 

2020 level. 

Dorothy reported no significant change in numbers on walks over the last two years, 

averaging around 14. Both years have been affected by the start/stop under COVID 

restrictions. 

Four walks were cancelled during the year after forecasts of heavy rain and flooding.  

A total of 7,653 miles had been covered- the equivalent of walking nearly a third of the way 

round the equator. Over the 12 years of collecting the information, SDR collectively have 

walked round the equator nearly 8 times! 

 

Walks Coordinator – Nicky Ward 

Apart from the Tea Shop walks we were able to offer a full programme of walks for last 

winter and summer 2021. Nicky welcomed the 3 new leaders: Gail Johnson, Alasdair 

Anderson and Hilary Bick.  

The booking system is working well and will continue over the winter 2021/2022. 

A bus icon on the new programme indicates the availability of public transport to the walk 

start though walkers will need to plan their own trips.  

Nicky reminded of the need to complete a Risk Assessment (RA) as part of the walk 

planning. Several copies were made available on the evening. The RAs should be retained 

for 3 years for insurance purposes. They may be handed in to any committee member or 

kept by the walk leader, but the expectation is that an RA is completed for all led walks. 

ACTON POINT: Tessa S reported a request to consider starting winter walks 2022/23 at an 

earlier time to make better use of the shorter daylight hours. To be reviewed in summer. 

 

Footpath Officer and John Musgrave Heritage Trail Officer – Bob Ward 

INSURANCE Bob gave a brief ‘non-expert’ summary of Ramblers’ insurance coverage. This 

issue had arisen in committee in connection with the Risk Assessment requirement, and Bob 

had been tasked to explore and report back. 

He cited 2 types of cover: Liability, which covers all members and Personal Accident, which 

covers only volunteers i.e. Walk Leaders and Path Monitors. 
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Cover for liability due to negligence is up to £10 million. Bob gave an example of negligence: 

not closing a gate, livestock escaping and causing an accident. Those covered include 

members, registered volunteers, also up to 3 on taster walks. The imperative is to complete 

a Risk Assessment for every walk led and also to appoint a back marker. 

Cover for personal accident is only for volunteers while volunteering. Volunteers include 

walk leaders on a walk or doing a recce and path wardens but only for the following 

activities:  

• Walking a section of the JMHT 

• Cutting back vegetation 

• Replacing marker discs 

It was stressed that walks must have been recce’d, a Risk Assessment completed and a back 

marker appointed. 

Some examples of cover were given: £500 for a broken leg and £25,000 for a fatal heart 

attack. 

JMHT Summarising the activity, Bob reported that the summer sweep had been completed, 

major repairs were up to date, the website description of the Trail had been updated to give 

distances and the whole Trail had been added to Ramblers Routes. 

Bob voiced the vacancy for a monitor of the Totnes to Ashprington section. 

DON’T LOSE YOUR WAY Identified paths have been prioritised on the Ramblers website with 

71 to go forward, 226 dropped for now. Each path needs to be ‘scored’ and for now that 

includes where paths appear on OS 1st and 2nd edition, the Tithe map and the Bartholomew 

½inch map.  Further progress is pending the digitization of the Finance Act maps. 

RAMBLERS’ ROUTES Bob explained this is a library of walks available to members with the 

aim to share walks with other groups.  Bob offered to enter walks into the system if given a 

written description, something that could be done on a recce. The library offers leaders a 

treasure trove of walks. Bob then gave a live demo of how to access Ramblers’ Routes on 

the Ramblers website. 

 

Social Committee – Val Rose, Paddy Jewry, Janet Evans 

Val reminded members of the medical card we carry. This has proved useful when an 

ambulance was called out though it does rely on members being aware the card will be in 

the rucksack. 

Thanking her colleagues, Val listed the many events being organised: The Xmas lunch at 

Dainton Park Golf Club; a fish and chip supper at Rockfish Brixham, enhanced by sea 
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shanties courtesy of Missin’ Tackle; a ceilidh; a mindfulness in nature session at Dartington. 

Also in the planning are visits to the Met Office in Exeter and a gin distillery. 

 

Devon Area Council – George Coles 

George checked on awareness of Devon Area and its remit eg co-ordinating budgets, 

collecting and disbursing funds, various officers co-ordinating the work of groups in the 

wider area. 

He spoke of the problems they are experiencing in filling several vacancies and urged people 

to consider volunteering or proposing others if they knew of suitable applicants. The 

intention is to close down the Council unless volunteers step forward by the AGM in 

February. 

 

Elections 

At this point Eric stepped down as Chairman.  

Reference was made to the Nominations Policy, available on the website. This was devised 

to ensure clarity in the procedure for elections to committee and fundamentally requires 

nominations to committee to be submitted in advance of the AGM. 

The Secretary continued, remarking what a deeply committed Chairman Eric is proving 

himself to be, a worthy successor to the outstanding Chairmen of the past. The group is 

lucky to have him and that he is willing to stand for another year. 

His re-appointment was proposed by Trish Walker and seconded by Sally Cole. All were in 

favour; there were no abstentions. 

With the Chairman duly elected, it was the turn of the remaining members of the 

committee. All received wide support. 

Treasurer: Celia proposed by Tessa Smith, seconded by Verity Vass.  

Secretary: TS stepped down this year. There was a nomination received well ahead of the 

AGM. Karen Howes has experience with other groups and is already working as part of the 

sub-committee looking at the website. 

Secretary: Karen Howes proposed by Arthur Cole, seconded by Dorothy Webley. 

Membership Secretary: Dorothy Webley proposed by Paddy Jewry, seconded by Jackie 

Mann. 

Walks Co-ordinator: Nicky Ward proposed by Chris Tasker, seconded by John Williams 
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JMHT + Footpath Officer: Bob Ward proposed by Tessa Smith, seconded by Val Rose. 

Web Manager: Julian Fisher proposed by Paddy Jewry, seconded by Sally Cole. 

Social Committee: 

 Paddy Jewry proposed by Dorothy Webley, seconded by Jackie Mann 

Janet Evans proposed by Chris Tasker, seconded by John Williams. 

 Val Rose proposed by Jenny Brewster, seconded by Karen Howes.  

 

Holidays, mini breaks, projects 

Lake District Holiday – a show of hands revealed good support for a third attempt to get this 

holiday completed! Eric showed willing to have another go. 

There are no mini breaks planned as yet though Pembrokeshire Coast has been suggested 

for a mini break in future.  

SWCP Project:  

Arthur Cole recalled how the project came into being and how it has evolved. Originally 

conceived in 2019, the aim was to complete in 4 years. With Covid restraints, the ban on car 

sharing impacted on progress but some mileage was ticked off. Arthur described the group 

as a ‘guerilla group’, no recces were done as the mileages were so significant without adding 

to them. Planning is very much ad hoc and usually done at the ‘de-brief’ following 

completion of a section. Regarding Risk Assessments: this activity is construed as a group of 

friends walking together and does not fall under the auspices of Ramblers. The sheer 

unpredictability of the route, rather different to our well- planned rambles, was what made 

these days so enjoyable for those seeking extra challenge. 

The project sees a core of 11-12 people determined to complete the route but friends and 

partners are welcomed. The week in Falmouth saw several participants who were willing to 

act as Sherpas and did what walking they could, or found other things to do, meeting up for 

a meal in the evening. 

A total of 359km has been walked. This represents 34.5% of the SWCP. 

Almost 40% of the total ascent has been climbed.  

Approximately 40 walks left, probably take another two years before the big celebration. 

 

Plans for the coming year – Eric Evans 
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The Chairman outlined the plans for the coming year as follows: 

• 40th Anniversary of SDR celebrations 

• Continue with well-being support to foster the fellowship we enjoy 

• A restart of the social events 

• The launch of the Dartmoor Way on Sunday 1 May 2022 

• The organisation of a second Family Ramble 

• Picking up the SWCP Challenge – fundraising for the Association 

• The Lake District Holiday 

 

 AOB 

There was no other business 

 

 

 


